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E-BOOK

WHY AN IN-DEPTH
UNDERSTANDING OF THE
MOBILE TELECOMS WORLD
MAKES A DIFFERENCE FOR
PUBLIC WARNING SYSTEMS
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INTRODUCTION
If recent manmade and natural
disasters have taught us
anything, it’s that it is essential to
communicate quickly to everyone
affected by the emergency.
In our ‘always on’ world, sending alerts to
someone’s mobile phone is the obvious way to get
information to them fast. With almost the entire
world population (97%) living within reach of a
mobile cellular signal, according to the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU), it’s clear why
Wireless Emergency Alert (WEA) and the European
Electronics Commission Code (EECC) determined
the mobile telecoms infrastructure to be the most
suited as the delivery mechanism of these lifesaving emergency alerts.
Whether cell broadcast or location-based SMS is
your preferred primary delivery channel, having
proven in-depth mobile telecoms experience is
crucial. Yet it’s more than that. To design and
develop genuinely compatible public warning
systems requires a complete understanding of the
broader mobile telecoms world.

In this eBook, we share insights
about:
■

 ow public warning solutions have
H
evolved

■

What role standards bodies play

■

 hy mobile telecoms experience
W
makes a difference

■

 ow the heritage of one2many
H
(an Everbridge company), born from
LogicaCMG, sets them apart from
the rest

EVOLVING FROM A REACTIVE
TO A PROACTIVE APPROACH
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Alerting a population to danger isn’t new. Take a
look back in history, and you see the rudimentary
start of a public warning system (PWS). From big
bonfires lit on hills and the earliest audible alarms
such as drums or church bells, air raid-, fire stationand electronic sirens. There has always been a form
of public warning. The public warning solutions we
know today were only possible due to technological
advancement in the last 30+ years. We’ve seen
improved coverage, accuracy, and guidance to
safety with the more sophisticated public warning
solutions.

Tsunami Warning System (ETWS), which has a four
second requirement for public warning alerts for
earthquakes. The increased frequency of disasters
across the world spurred national governments into
action. All are wanting to shift from a reactive mode
and embrace a preventative approach.
The move to prevention is also backed up by studies
that have shown that early warning alerting makes
a difference. Fast, targeted, emergency warning
messages not only save lives but reduce the
damage to property and infrastructure. Adopting a
preventative approach means delivering alerts to the
right people at the right time in the affected location.
This location-based targeting puts more emphasis
on selecting the appropriate underlying technology.

For many, the introduction of the modern-day
public warning solutions came from three major
catastrophes. One manmade and two natural
disasters. The 2001, 9/11 attack on New York’s
World Trade Center, the 2004 Indian Ocean
Earthquake and Tsunami, and Hurricane Katrina in
2005. The size and devastation led to the formation
of nationwide PWS requirements, which leveraged
the available technology. For instance, earthquakes
led the Japanese to develop the Earthquake and

As the GSMA Disaster Report explains, prompted
by the increased interest in early warning systems,
the European Telecommunications Standards
Institute (ETSI) produced a report on mobilebased technologies that became the basis for an
emergency messaging service.
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WHY MOBILE PHONES ARE
A NATURAL CHOICE
CMG and Aldiscon were at the forefront of this
phenomenon. In 1992, CMG won the system
integrator contract for the Nordic Mobile Network
Operators (MNOs) to supply an SMSC. And in 1993
Aldiscon launched the world’s first commercial
SMSC in UK, Hong Kong and the US. Logica
acquired Aldiscon in 1997 and later merged with
CMG in 2002. In 2002 people sent more than 250
billion SMS messages worldwide.

Effective public warning alerts need to be targeted
and informative to those affected by the imminent
threat. What’s more, those people within the target
area need to receive the information quickly. How
do they receive that information? The ever-present
mobile phone proved to be the best fit. But how did
the mobile phone earn the right to be the chosen
public warning alert vehicle? To understand that, we
need to take a trip down memory lane.

By 2007, LogicaCMG Wireless Systems processed
2 out of every 3 SMS messages sent worldwide.
With the uptake of SMS voting these solutions were
being used to the max. Season 6 of American Idol
saw LogicaCMG’s SMSC deliver more than 60
million SMS votes in a single evening. LogicaCMG’s
platforms were the epitome of telco-grade solutions.

■S
 MS changed how people use mobile
phones

During the 1980s, mobile phone capabilities started
to take shape, with voice dominating the mobile
evolution‘s early days. Yet, the groundwork for the
shift to data began in 1984. Friedhelm Hillebrand
and Bernard Ghillebaert, are credited for devising
a two way paging concept in the mobile network
which would become SMS in GSM.

Around 2010, the phenomenal SMS growth
volumes started to plateau and even decline
slightly. Market penetration and the availability of
free instant messaging alternatives such as Skype
and WhatsApp saw SMS numbers decline. Even
the perceived successor – multimedia messaging
(MMS), with its promise of sharing pictures and
images, failed to reach the popularity of SMS.
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Over the next decades, the adoption of SMS
grew to eclipse voice. And to think initially SMS
was conceived as a way to drive voice traffic. The
original concept was based on sending mobile
terminated voice mail alerts, letting you know you’d
missed a call and encourage you to return the call.
All while making use of the spare signaling capacity
in the mobile network, no less. With the rollout of
the GSM network, SMS friendly handsets, and
interconnect agreements, SMS exploded in the
1990s.
What has this to do with public warning? SMS was
the world’s first data service. The wide-spread
adoption of SMS illustrated the mobile device’s
power to reach the user wherever they were. Short
Message Service Centers (SMSCs) had to be
designed and developed to be robust, resilient, and
hugely scalable to handle peak messaging traffic.
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■T
 he rise of Cell Broadcast
In 1997, during SMS‘s rapid uptake, cell broadcast
made its entrance, with a demonstration in Paris.
This inherently location-based technology is also
part of the signaling channel, but it leverages the
mobile network operators (MNOs) radio network
to broadcast its messages, unlike SMS and MMS.
It uses the radio masts to broadcast messages to
mobile phones within a particular radius - particular
radius - from a single cell up to the whole network.
Cell Broadcast can broadcast a message to millions
of devices in seconds.
To begin with, Cell Broadcast (CB) was used by
MNOs to communicate the area code of the area,
containing multiple cells that all broadcast the same
area code to the mobile user (via channel 050). On
different content channels, you could also subscribe
to nationwide or citywide alerting, weather reports,
mass messaging, or location-based news. Just like
SMSC, CMG was at the forefront of developing CB.
In 1996, CMG built the world’s first Cell Broadcast
System (CBS) in cooperation with Mannesmann
Mobilfunk GmbH (later Vodafone Germany). And
the first Cell Broadcast Center (CBC) to go live was
LogicaAldiscon’s in Lebanon, followed a month later
by CMG’s first commercial deployment in Telecel
Portugal.
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After initial deployments of CBCs, the interest
waned. Why? The early CB business case proved
unattractive. At the time the prevalent business
model was based on Receiver paying. CB, on the
other hand, was based on Sender paying. The
appetite for that, wasn’t there. Add to this, that CB is
anonymous, meaning the paying Sender couldn’t tell
for certain how many people read the CB message
plus opting into the different channels proved too
complex for regular users; you can understand that
the interest trailed off.
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However, thanks to the Japanese, US and European
regional standards bodies who all started the push
for PWS, it became clear that CB’s attributes were
an undeniable match. For instance:
■

 apacity and speed – alerts must reach 97% of
C
the population and arrive in seconds

■

 etwork congestion – the system must be able to
N
deliver high message volumes across congested
networks. In the case of CB, it is broadcast – one
message reaches everyone, one message per
cell.

■

 ecurity and authentication – public warning
S
messages must only be sent by authorized
personnel and maintain subscriber privacy.

■

 erformance – the system must be configured
P
for high availability and be geo-redundant, where
possible

CMG was a pioneer here as well. In 1999, CMG
and the Dutch Government entered into initial
discussions for the public warning service, which
would later be known as NL-Alert. From 2004 the
Dutch Government performed CBS technology
tests to evaluate the penetration of messages in
different geo-areas. In 2008, the Dutch Government
decided on CB as the underlying technology for
the NL-Alert service. one2many deployed CBCs at
the Dutch MNOs: KPN and Vodafone as part of the
NL-Alert solution, later providing the CB Broker into
the Dutch Government. The CB Broker is a multichannel solution that automatically configures the
alert to match the different channel requirements
to aid the dissemination of the warning messages
to other non-mobile channels such as electronic
signage across the national transport system, at
train stations, for instance. With the help of the CB
Broker, the Dutch Government increases the reach
of the emergency alerts.
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The introduction of PWS gave CB a second
lease of life – saving the lives of millions of
people across the globe.
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INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS
ARE A COMMON DENOMINATOR
needed to roll out a standards-based interoperable
WEA service. Using the CB standards developed
by 3GPP, ATIS added mobile device behavior and
the Commercial Mobile Service Provider (CMSP)
Gateway.

The mobile telecoms world wouldn’t be what it is
today without international standards. The standards
ensure a globally consistent approach and are the
foundation of interoperability. Without standards,
mobile phone services, such as SMS, would not
have taken off.

One of the outcomes of the WEA requirements
was the decoupling of the CB technology and
user experience. As a result, the user experience
was standardized and among other user-friendly
outcomes was a unique ringtone and vibration for
all CB alerts. It is the same, no matter where in the
world you are.

From a mobile technology perspective, ETSI
incorporated the early work started by Hillebrand
and Ghillebaert. ETSI defined the SMS and MMS
requirements for 2G networks. In 1998, with the
development of 3G, there was support for an
internationally responsible standards body. Born out
of a collaboration between the US, Asia, and Europe
to create a common 3G system to allow faster data
communications and improved core network, the
3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) was
formed and took control of the GSM specifications.
3GPP was also responsible for internationally
validating the cell broadcast standards.

WEA continues to shape the innovation in PWS.
From 2009 until today, ATIS has issued three WEA
releases. WEA’s latest release defined the Device
Based Geo-fencing (DBGF) requirements as part of
WEA 3.0, in accordance with FCC Report and Order
18-04. And in 2019, ATIS asked 3GPP to add DBGF
to the 3GPP standards for global adoption. Why is it
important? DBGF increases accuracy of CB alerts
within meters. This means Government agencies
can issue mobile emergency alerts to warn people
within a downtown block about an issue without
unduly worrying others in other parts of the city.
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Like the mobile world, it is requirements that
underpin the design and development of public
warning systems. In fact, standards bodies
such as ETSI, 3GPP, and the Alliance for
Telecommunications Industry Solution (ATIS) play
a vital role in public warning standards, just as they
do for mobile telecoms standards. As an active
contributor to these standards bodies, one2many
has shaped many of the standards.

There’s no getting away from it; the mobile telecoms
world, public warning systems, and standards
bodies are deeply intertwined. And CB is the only
standardized PWS.

A couple of years before ETSI defined their initial
emergency messaging service requirements in
2009/2010, the Warning, Alert and Response
Network (WARN) act established the Wireless
Emergency Alert (WEA) system in America. WEA
is a public/private partnership between the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC), the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), and
the wireless industry to enhance public safety. But
it was down to ATIS to develop the requirements
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UNDERSTANDING THE
DEMANDS OF THE MOBILE
TELECOMS’ ENVIRONMENT
As one of a nation’s critical infrastructures, the
responsibility of MNOs to provide a robust, reliable,
scalable, and secure service is immense. Systems
deployed to a mobile network not only need to be
standards-compliant, but they need to have passed
rigorous acceptance testing.

A CB based PWS is one such core network system.
On top of the already exacting requirements, a PWS
must work – each time, every time. There’s no room
for error, even if the system has been idle for weeks,
even months. The stakes are too high for it not to
work, people’s lives hang in the balance.

Words like scalability, reliability, compatibility, highavailability, and redundancy aren’t buzzwords.
They are mission-critical attributes that any system
needs to meet before being deployed. And it’s not
just the technology that must meet the MNOs’ high
standards. Vendors supplying those systems expect
to be held accountable for providing 99,999%
availability, follow the sun support, and report their
adherence to strict service level agreements (SLAs).

Understanding the MNO‘s environment, challenges,
and mentality ensures that the PWS is fit for
purpose from design to deployment. This includes
even meeting needs MNOs may not be familiar
with. For instance, how full auditing capabilities
and extensive reporting helps them meet their
Government‘s public warning SLAs or how
diagnostic testing helps them optimize their network
by performing end-to-end testing without issuing
an alert to the general population. Having these
additional insights only comes from living and
breathing mobile telecoms.
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Delivering systems that are deployed to the core
network isn’t for the faint-hearted.
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A HERITAGE BORN IN
MOBILE TELECOMS
Award, which recognizes technology leaders and
industry subject matter experts for their critical
contributions in support of ATIS‘ strategic initiatives.
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one2many was founded through a management
buy-out from LogicaCMG in 2007. As you can
see, when it comes to mobile telecoms’ heritage,
one2many’s is unrivaled. The organizational
family tree dates back to the founding fathers of
commercial SMSCs and MMSCs: Aldiscon and
CMG.

It doesn‘t end there. one2many has extensive
expertise in the Government domain. For example,
our involvement with the Dutch Government for
NL-Alert. As an independent vendor, one2many is
regularly invited to advise Governments on public
warning, be it interpreting the standards or validating
technology claims.

Designing, developing, and deploying telco-grade
systems is in one2many’s DNA. Not only does
one2many have proven telecoms experience but
we’re shaping its future through active participation
in the standards bodies, including ETSI, 3GPP and
ATIS. We’re also active in innovative EU funded
projects such as 5G-Xcast and the latest FUDGE5G. one2many received the ATIS 2015 Achievement

With one2many’s acquisition by Everbridge, in
March 2020, these two public warning powerhouses
have become one.
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SUMMARY
Mobile networks and PWS go hand in hand. Given
this symbiotic relationship, many governments
only issue tenders to parties with a recognized
telecoms reputation. It’s understandable. Deploying
a life-saving solution to a mobile network, one of
a nation’s critical infrastructure, requires the team
to deliver a gold standard product and service.
one2many delivers such a standard.

one2many has a unique heritage. It’s that soughtafter combination of deep telecoms experience,
award-winning standards body involvement, and a
successful proven track record in PWS. Whether
it’s for independent advice or life-saving solutions,
one2many (an Everbridge company) are well
positioned to help you.

Beyond the in-depth telecoms experience,
customers have cited other one2many attributes that
they believe sets us apart from the rest:
■ International public warning experience
■ Active involvement in industry standards bodies
■ RAN and MME/AMF agnostic vendor
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MESSAGING AND
ONE2MANY TIMELINE
1964

CMG formed

1984

SMS concept developed by the Franco-German standard bodies with
GSM cooperation. Led by Friedhelm Hillebrand & Bernard Ghillebaert

1988

ETSI defined Cell Broadcast standards

1990

Cell Broadcast was developed in parallel to SMS service as a response of
mobile developers to competing paging services being offered in 1990

1992

First SMS sent over GSM Network (3rd December): Neil Papworth sent a
Merry Xmas SMS from computer to Richard Jarvis in Vodafone

1969

Logica formed

1988

Aldiscon was founded by
Gilbert Little

1989

GSM was transferred to the
European Telecommunications
Standard Institute (ETSI)

1990

CMG Telecom Products was
started by Peter Maathuis

1991

Launch of GSM network
Made available to public for first
time in Finland

1993
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Nokia Handsets supported sending SMS
(e.g. Nokia 2110)

1993

Aldiscon (Brennan Hayden) sends first
commercial SMS

1996

CMG built world‘s first Cell Broadcast
System in cooperation with
Mannesman Mobilfunk (later Vodafone
Germany)

1992

CMG won System Integrator contract for Nordic Operators
to supply an SMSC

1993

Aldiscon launched world's first commercial SMS
(Telepath SMSC) in UK, Hong Kong and USA

1994

SMS as broadcast service: UK VF launched share price alerts
for business people

Late 1990s

CB Location-Based commercial services available
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1997

Logica acquires Aldiscon

1997

Cell Broadcast messaging first demonstrated in Paris

1997

LogicaAldiscon’s commercial CBS in
Lebanon, followed a month later by
CMG’s first commercial CBS
deployment in Telecel Portugal went live

1999

SMS interconnect agreeements in place

2002

SMS seen as global phenomenon:
250 billion messages sent worldwide in a
single year

1998

3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) created

1999

CMG and NL Government entered into initial
discussions for what would become NL-Alert

2000-2003

CB commercial services stalled due to unfavorable
business models

2002

Logica and CMG merge

2004
2004

Dutch Government performed
CBS technology tests from 2004
to 2008 for NL-Alert

2005

2005

Cell Broadcast as a Public Warning Service gains traction

LogicaCMG deployed world‘s first 3G Cell Broadcast Center

2006

Signing of the WARN Act.
Defined need for robust public warning solution

2007

SMS most popular mobile data service globally
Used by 2.4 bilion out of 3.3 billion users
Season 6 American Idol, Acision SMSCs delivered
more than 60 million SMS Votes in a single evening

2007
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31st December: 23 billion messages delivered

2008

3GPP release 8: Japanese Public Warning Standards - ETWS
(Earthquake and Tsunamni Warning System public alert service )

2008

Dutch Government decided on Cell Broadcast
as technology service for NL-Alert
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2 out of 3 SMS processed by
LogicaCMG systems.
1 out of every 4 MMSCs installed
by LogicaCMG

2007

One2many founded.
Management Buy Out of Cell
Broadcast product from
LogicaCMG. Acision formed from
the LogicaCMG divested Wireless
Division

2008

Acision achievements:
Served 300 networks, over 1.5
billion subscribers in 135 countries
Delivered 50% of world's text and
MMS messages
Payment systems secured more
than US1billion revenue
Serving 8 out of Top 10 MNOs

2008

Cell Broadcast deployed since
2008 by major Asian, US,
Canadian, South American and
European Mobile Network
Operators

2009

3GPP release 9: Q4: CMAS (Commercial Mobile Alert System)
public alert service. CMAS was later to be called Wireless
Emergency Alert (WEA)

2009

one2many deploy CB Public Warning Rocket Alert

2010

6.1 trillion SMS sent worldwide

2011

3GPP release 10: EU Alert public alert service

2011

one2many CBC deployed for LAT Alert Chile

2012

3GPP release 11: Korean public alert service (KPAS)

2009

Season 8 American Idol: over
178 milion SMS through AT&T
network

2010

GSM networks covered 80% of
worldwide subscribers

2010

Mobile Operators in US and
NL install one2many's CBC for
Public Warning

2012

NL-Alert website live (November
2012) to inform mobile users how
to configure their devices to
receive broadcast messages

2012

2012

2012

2012

Wireless Emergency Alert (WEA), formerly CMAS, standardize CB
user experience, including globally distinct ringtone and vibration

Start of SMS decline: People started to adopt free IM offerings such
as Skype, WhatsApp, etc.

Start of WEA in the US. IPSW
system operated by FEMA

4G (LTE) CB standardized by
3GPP

2013

Facebook messenger, WhatsApp,
Viber, etc caught up with SMS in
terms of popularity

2013
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NL-Alert service in full operation

2014

one2many deploy Cell Broadcast
Broker into Dutch Government/NL Alert

2019

2014

one2many deploy an LTE CBC

2018

European Electronics Commission Code (EECC)
passed Article 110 (also known as Reverse 112)

5G CB standardized by 3GPP

2020

one2many acquired by Everbridge
(March 2020)

2020

First 5G CB message sent by
one2many
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